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Captain’s log, stardate 59911.0: 

The USS Dauntless has arrived in standard orbit of the planet Zaqri, where several 

decades after first contact the planetary government has finally requested the opening of 

diplomatic relations with the Federation.  We have been assigned by Starfleet to 

transport the new Zaqri ambassador to Earth. 
 

 

 Captain Peter J. Koester, commanding officer of the Federation starship Dauntless, sat in the command 

chair, his arms folded across the chest of his stark white dress uniform.  He looked at the woman in the seat 

immediately to his right, mild annoyance on his face. 

 “We could already be on our way out of the system if the Zaqri ambassador would have allowed us to 

simply beam him and his staff aboard.” 

 “The message we received said their diplomatic team must arrive by shuttle,” replied First Officer K’danz, 

who like her close friend and captain wore her dress uniform.  “The Zaqri apparently have strict beliefs on travel.  

The reports the preliminary contact team filed after first contact with the Zaqri almost fifty years ago said they 

believe they will lose their soul if they ever use anything like a transporter.  The report also mentioned that prior to 

first contact, the Zaqri believed themselves the only intelligent life in the universe.” 

 “Like the Malcoreans,” Koester commented, thinking of the Dauntless’ own Head of Stellar Cartography, 

Dr. Mirasta Yale. 

 “Exactly,” K’danz replied.  “They even referred to themselves as the ‘Lords of the Universe.’  It was the 

basis of their faith before they developed warp technology and the Federation conducted first contact.” 

 The captain nodded, acknowledging that every race had the right to their own beliefs, but some beliefs 

made his life more difficult than others. 

 “Phillip, status on the Zaqri delegation’s arrival?” 

 Lt Commander Phillip Winters, who unlike the captain was dressed in his normal grey-shouldered duty 

uniform with his ever-present satchel hanging off his shoulder, turned toward the command chair and said, “We 

received word the ambassador and his security escort departed the surface ten minutes ago.  They should rendezvous 

with us within the next five minutes.” 

 “Very well,” Koester responded with another anguished look at K’danz.  “I was really hoping our return to 

Earth again would give me some time to get together with Michele, depending on how quickly we can complete this 

mission.” 

 K’danz nodded, knowing it had been several months since the captain had managed to spend any face to 

face time with his fiancée, who was assigned to another starship currently in a shipyard in Earth orbit.  As the 

captain spoke, two small ships, each about the size of a Federation Runabout, became visible on the main 

viewscreen, seemingly growing larger as they slowly move closer. 

 “Here come the Zaqri now,” K’danz pointed out. 

 “Carrie, make sure the honor guard is standing by and that Ambassador Fil is ready to greet the Zaqri 

ambassador when he arrives.  I’ll meet the delegation at the reception in 10-Forward once we’re clear of the 

system.” 

 “Aye, Skipper.  I’ll send your regards,” K’danz said as she headed toward the nearest turbolift.  Meanwhile, 

the Zaqri escort shuttle slowed and stopped a short distance off the bow of the Dauntless while the ambassador’s 

shuttle maneuvered around the primary hull to approach the starship’s main shuttlebay. 

 “Phillip, let me know when the shuttlebay is secure so we can prepare to leave orbit,” the captain said, 

stepping up to the ops station and placing a hand on the Ops Chief’s shoulder. 

 “Aye, s...,” Winters started to reply when suddenly the Dauntless jolted and a loud explosion could be 

heard throughout the hull.  The bridge lights went dark for a moment before returning at a subdued level.  The alert 

klaxon started blaring, almost drowning out the captain’s next sentence. 

 “What the hell just happened?” 

 “Explosion in the main shuttlebay!” Winters shouted over the multiple emergency reports that were 

pouring in to every station on the bridge.  “Hull breach, decks six and seven, sections sixteen, seventeen, eighteen 

and nineteen.”  Winters turned to look directly at the captain and said, “Peter, we just lost the entire main 

shuttlebay!” 
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 “What happened?” Captain Koester demanded to know.  “Did the ambassador’s shuttle have some sort of 

difficulty during docking?” 

 “Unclear, Captain,” responded the Deltan Chief Science Officer, Jorruss, from his post at the starboard side 

of the bridge.  “The damage we’ve sustained exceeds anything we might expect from a crash or even an explosion 

aboard a docking shuttle.” 

 “Damage control crews have responded,” Winters reported.  “They report the emergency forcefields are in 

place and holding.  They also report heavy casualties.” 

 Koester looked over toward the tactical station, where Marine Captain April Mendez stood, trying to 

oversee the response by the security department in this time of emergency. 

 “Captain, hail the Zaqri government center.  Inform them of what has happened and request any 

information they may have about...” 

 “Captain!  The other Zaqri shuttle!” Winters exclaimed.  Koester turned around quickly to see the second 

shuttle accelerating toward the Dauntless. 

 “Raise shields!” Koester shouted, already knowing the order was too late.  “Evasive maneuvers!” 

 The Bolian helmsman, Lt Peck, had already anticipated the captain’s order.  His blue fingers flying across 

the conn console, the Dauntless quickly started to dive toward a lower orbit, but not quickly enough to avoid the 

rapidly approaching shuttle.  The Zaqri ship struck the Federation starship a glancing blow along the starboard side 

of the bridge module, the vessel’s apparent target, ripping into the hull with a sickening squeal of tearing duranium.  

The side of the bridge where the science and tactical consoles stood tore open as the shuttle literally tumbled 

through.  Captain Koester felt agonizing pain in his inner ears as the atmosphere was blown out of the bridge for a 

split second before another emergency forcefield snapped into place and the environmental systems quickly 

replenished the lost air.  It was only as the pressure equalized and the pain subsided that he realized his left arm was 

still held in the tight grip of his Chief of Ops, Lt Commander Phillip Winters, the only thing that had kept him from 

flying out of the breach. 

 “Mister Peck, break orbit quickly,” the captain said with a hoarse voice as he stared at the stars visible 

beyond the ugly gash where his ready room used to be.  “This is no accident!  We’re under attack!  All hands, man 

battlestations!” 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 59911.2: 

The Dauntless has retreated behind the third moon of Zaqri, where we have begun to 

assess our situation. 
 

 

 Captain Koester, Commander Kevin Fry, Lt Commander Winters, Lt Commander Dar and Chief Piotr 

Zubatka gathered in a briefing room on deck ten near the ship’s primary computer core, one of the most secure 

locations on the ship.  The captain immediately started pacing the room as his staff took seats around the table. 

 “Damage report,” the captain demanded. 
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 “We lost the emergency forcefields around the shuttlebay,” Winters reported, his dark eyes following 

Koester around the room.  “We managed to get the few survivors out of that section before they dropped, but there 

are still a lot of bodies in the wreckage.  We’re currently open to vacuum on deck seven, sections sixteen through 

eighteen.” 

 “Primary command and control has been transferred to the auxiliary bridge on deck fourteen,” Fry added.  

“The second Zaqri shuttle is still embedded in the primary hull just aft of the bridge, and with sensors down we have 

no clue if it’s loaded with explosives or not.  If that thing goes off, it’s going to take decks one, two and three with it.  

All decks above five have been evacuated.  We were lucky.  Shields weren’t up yet, but our deflectors activated 

automatically as soon as the first shuttle exploded.  Those alone managed to deflect the second shuttle just enough, 

otherwise it would have penetrated the hull right down to deck four, straight through the bridge and everyone in it.  

Casualties on the bridge were miraculously light, everything considered.  Lt Commander Jorruss is missing and 

presumed dead.  Captain Mendez is in emergency surgery in sickbay, but they expect her to survive.” 

 “Which is more than Major McIntyre can say for many of his other Marines.  Bravo Squad, who were in 

the shuttlebay to act as honor guard for the arriving ambassador, were killed instantly in the first explosion,” Winters 

continued.  “That shuttle was packed floor to ceiling with explosives.  If we had directed the shuttle to landing bay 

two, it likely would have damaged the warp core, maybe even caused a warp core breach!” 

 Koester stopped pacing for a moment, looking at each of his staff, his face a mask of anguish. 

 “What about Carrie?  I need my Exec.” 

 “She and Ambassador Feel had not yet reached dee shuttlebay when the Zaqri shuttle detonated,” Chief 

Zubatka, the Chief of the Boat, replied.  “Both vere badly injured dough, and are avaiting medical care een sickbay, 

along vith Gunnery Sergeant O’Laughlin.  If dey had been vun minute earlier, de vould have been keeled vith de 

honor guard.” 

 “Auxiliary bridge to Captain Koester,” interrupted the voice of Lt Commander Thomas Lynn before the 

captain could comment on the report.  Lynn was normally the midnight watch Officer of the Deck, but with the loss 

of K’danz due to her injuries and the captain’s need for his Second Officer, Kevin Fry, to fill in for her during this 

briefing, Lynn was pulled onto duty much earlier than normal.  Koester moved over to the briefing table between 

Winters and Dar and touched the intercom button. 

 “Go ahead, Commander.” 

 “Captain, we’re receiving a transmission from Starfleet.  Apparently the Zaqri have released a statement on 

today’s events.” 

 Koester gritted his teeth a moment before saying, “Send it to briefing room three, Commander.” 

 A moment later, the monitor screen on the bulkhead lit up.  The captain expected the message might have 

news about the attacks on his ship, possibly an explanation for why it happened.  He was shocked and angered by 

what he saw instead. 

 The screen showed a native Zaqri man who looked human except for his dark olive skin and bright, almost 

glowing blue eyes, shadowed by his cultural head covering. 

 “The Zaqri announce we are reclaiming our proper position as the Lords of this Universe.  We have 

declared a holy war to rid the galaxy of all the false lifeforms that have plagued us for these many past decades.  Our 

faith shall be proven and we shall prevail.  Already our holy mission has struck the abomination from our skies here 

and elsewhere.” 

 As the screen went dark, the briefing room remained deathly silent for several minutes until Dar looked up 

at Koester and asked, “False lifeforms?  What does that mean?  Is that something like androids or photonic life 

forms or the AI our computers use?” 

 “No, Mister Dar,” the captain whispered through still-gritted teeth.  “It means anyone and anything that 

isn’t Zaqri.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, supplemental: 

The Borg...  The Dominion...  The Kairn...  Now the Zaqri...  It sometimes seems like 

every life form in the galaxy either wants to conquer us or wipe us out of existence. 

This incident has brought to mind the last great age of terrorism on Earth, events which 

lead directly to World War III. 
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 With damage control efforts in full swing, occupying almost every crew member who was not actually 

standing watch, Captain Koester stopped briefly in the emergency shelter on deck eleven where the civilian 

members of the crew, mainly family members of the Dauntless crew and a few mission specialists, were relocated 

shortly after the attack.  He tried to convince himself he was concerned about everyone sheltered there, but in reality 

it was one young person in particular he really wanted to check on. 

 “Daddy!” Gem Koester exclaimed as the captain entered through the heavy doors.  The teenaged girl ran 

over to her father and hugged him tightly.  Koester looked down at his daughter with concern, gazing at where 

plastiskin covered new stitches just in front of her right ear. 

 “I was heading toward the emergency shelter when I stumbled into the corridor bulkhead when the second 

attack hit us,” the young woman explained.  “The Holodoc said I should be fine in two or three days.”  Gem looked 

silently at her father for a moment before adding, “Why did they attack us?  What did we ever do to them?” 

 “It’s not anything we’ve done.  It’s what we represent,” her father replied.  “Just like back in the last decade 

of the 20th century.  When the super-human tyrants were overthrown at the end of the Eugenics Wars, the power 

vacuum was filled in many cases by religious fanatics, especially in the lesser developed countries.  Within half a 

decade these fanatics were conducting major attacks against civilian population centers, all supposedly at the behest 

of their version of God and a perverted form of their religion.  In the decades that followed, these small groups 

eventually joined together and assumed control of most of the Asian continent, calling themselves the Eastern 

Coalition.” 

 “What happened then?” Gem asked. 

 “Asia wasn’t enough for them,” Koester replied.  “They wanted the world to believe only exactly what it 

was they believed.  It lead to Colonel Green’s War, World War III.” 

 “Is that what’s happening now?” 

 “No,” the captain said firmly.  “This can’t spread.  This won’t spread.  One way or another, this stops 

here.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 A few minutes later, the captain entered sickbay on deck sixteen.  Stepping up to one of the nurses, he 

inquired about Commander K’danz. 

 “She’s very lucky,” Nurse Flemming answered.  “She and Ambassador Fil were just outside the shuttlebay 

door when the first explosion occurred.  They stopped to talk to Gunnery Sergeant O’Laughlin.  If the three of them 

had made it inside, they all would have been killed instantly, just like all those Marines.” 

 “What’s her condition?” 

 “Second and third degree burns over fifty percent of her body.  But she’s responding well to treatment.  

She’ll be out of commission for a couple of months, but she should recover with few if any lingering problems.” 

 The captain thanked Flemming, then carefully stepped through the crowd of doctors, nurses, and the 

Emergency Medical Hologram, who were all busy working on patients all around the room, toward the biobeds.  On 

the closest one he found Ambassador Penji Fil.  The Catullan man had joined the Dauntless crew as Federation 

Ambassador at Large less than a year before but had quickly melded into the crew due mainly to his previous 

service with K’danz aboard the starship Sarek a decade earlier, back when the former security officer was still 

known as Carrie Karendanz. 

 “How are you feeling, Ambassador?” Koester asked as he paused next to where Fil was sitting up on the 

bed. 

 “Dr Rasa says I can leave anytime now,” Fil replied.  “He said my broken arm was a minor injury 

compared to some, but personally I think he just wants to empty up a bed once my bone knits.”  Fil gestured toward 

his left lower arm, where a bone-knitter accelerated the healing of the ambassador’s injured appendage.  “It could 

have been a lot worse.  Commander K’danz jumped in front of me when the bulkhead tore open right in front of us.  

She took the brunt of the blast.  I hope she’s okay?” 

 “I’m on my way to find that out right now.  You take care, Penji.  I’ll talk with you again later, when all 

this is over and you’re feeling better.” 

 The captain nodded his goodbye, then stepped over to the surgical bed at the far end of the sickbay.  Upon 

it, still encased within the surgical sensor platform, lay K’danz.  Her face was splotched in places by duraplast 

bandages, promoting the growth of new skin where she had been burned by the explosion.  She appeared to be 

asleep, likely pumped full of antibiotics and painkillers, so the captain picked up the padd attached to a housing on 

the foot of the surgical bed and read the prognosis.  The first officer’s right arm, leg and back were badly burned and 

would require more surgery, but the report said she would live. 
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 “Hey, Skipper,” a low voice croaked.  Koester looked up from the padd to see K’danz looking at him 

through half-open eyelids.  “I guess I look a mess, huh?” 

 “Are you kidding?” the captain replied with a gentle smile.  “The doctor says you’re fit for duty.  I expect 

you to relieve me on watch on time or I’ll be writing you up.” 

 “Don’t make me smile,” K’danz pleaded through gritted teeth.  “It hurts.” 

 Koester moved up closer to K’danz’s face, placing one hand comfortingly on top of the surgical frame, 

afraid to actually touch his First Officer. 

 “What happened?” K’danz finally asked, her voice a quiet whisper. 

 “Believe it or not, terrorist attack.  Two of them.  The second shuttle tried to ram the bridge.  We’ve 

transferred all command and control to the auxiliary bridge.” 

 “How bad?” K’danz asked, referring to the damage the starship had sustained. 

 “Bad.  We’ve lost almost two dozen people.  A lot of major systems are on backup.” 

 “Are we running?” 

 The captain looked squarely at his injured executive officer and replied, “What do you think?” 

 In spite of her pain, K’danz smiled slightly and said, “Give the bastards an extra kick in the ass from me, 

Skipper.” 

 “You know I will.” 

 “Aux bridge to Captain Koester,” interrupted the voice of Commander Kevin Fry, the starship’s Chief 

Helmsman and Second Officer.  Koester gave K’danz one last smile before turning around and tapping his 

combadge, which first emitted a burst of static due to the damage sustained by the ship’s communications systems. 

 “This is the captain.  Go ahead.” 

 “Captain, we’re receiving a transmission from the Federation News Net that I think you should see.” 

 “On my way.” 

 Moments later, Koester stepped into the auxiliary bridge.  Much smaller than the main bridge, with the 

commanding officer’s chair seemingly mere centimeters behind the conn and ops positions, with the two only other 

consoles, tactical and engineering, located to each side, it was obvious this control center was built for battle, not 

exploration, the reason many of the crew referred to it as the Battle Bridge. 

 The captain replaced Fry in the center seat as he asked, “What’s the situation?” 

 “We’re dead, Skipper,” Fry replied, straight-faced. 

 “Excuse me?” the captain replied with one eyebrow raised in a very Vulcan-like expression.  Fry simply 

gestured toward the main viewscreen, which was about half the size of the one Koester was used to on the main 

bridge.  On the screen, a blonde-haired woman in a conservative blue suit sat behind a desk emblazoned with the 

logo of the Federation News Net. 

 “Repeating today’s top story; Simultaneous attacks by a fanatical alien race have left death and destruction 

across the Alpha Quadrant.  Severe damage and numerous casualties have been reported on Tzenketh, when a large 

antimatter explosion consumed the new Zaqri embassy to the Tzenkethi Coalition, an explosion that took three-

quarters of the capital city with it.  Several sectors away, a Zaqri suicide bomber attempted to gain entrance to the 

Imperial Senate on Romulus, but was stopped by praetorian guards before blowing himself up in the public square 

below the senate steps rather than face capture, killing five and injuring at least eighteen.  At the same time, the 

newly appointed Zaqri ambassador to Qo’noS blew up himself and his staff as their shuttle docked aboard the 

Imperial Klingon Cruiser Jevqul, causing severe damage that disabled the Vor’cha-class cruiser for over an hour.  

And finally, the United Star Ship Dauntless has apparently been destroyed in the last of the coordinated attacks as 

the Federation starship was receiving what was supposed to be the new Zaqri ambassador to the Federation Council.  

In other news...” 

 “Status of our communications systems?” Koester asked the officer at the engineering station, Lt 

Commander Alan High, who sported a number of bruises on his face and arms from the rough jostling the Dauntless 

had received when the second shuttlecraft  had struck the hull. 

 “Internal comms are almost back to normal, sir.  We’re hoping to restore the subspace transmitter within 

sixty to ninety minutes.” 

 “Very well.  I want to know the instant I can contact Starfleet.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “You don’t know how happy I am to hear from you!” Admiral Kathryn Janeway exclaimed from the aux 

bridge viewer.  “When the Zaqri claimed they had destroyed the Dauntless, especially in light of the destruction on 

Tzenketh, and when you didn’t check in, we all feared the worst.” 
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 “Well, we’re still flyin’,” Captain Koester replied.  “We’ve sustained major damage, especially to the main 

bridge and shuttlebay, but we can still fight back.  Is there a response to these attacks in the works?” 

 “As a matter of fact, yes,” the admiral responded.  “A quadrant-wide alert has been announced alert has 

been announced.  Any and all Zaqri vessels are to be isolated and escorted back to the Zaqri system.  We are 

authorized to destroy any vessels which refuse to cooperate, which so far has been three vessels, before they can 

present a threat to innocent civilians.  Meanwhile, a combined task force of Federation, Klingon and Romulan ships, 

the first such combined fleet since the Dominion War, has been formed to enact and enforce a quarantine of Zaqri 

space.  We asked the Tzenkethi to participate as well, especially considering Zaqri is so close to their border, but the 

Tzenkethi government is in such turmoil, we haven’t received a response.  We had hoped to have the quarantine in 

place sooner, but it will be another twenty four hours before our fleet can arrive, and who knows how many Zarqi 

ships will leave their system by then?” 

 Koester leaned forward in his chair as he said, “Consider that quarantine in effect as of right now.” 

 “No, Peter.  You and your crew have been through enough already.  Come on home.” 

 “I’m sorry, Kate, but I must respectfully decline.  The Dauntless crew is determined to see this through.” 

 Janeway’s expression looked stern as she said, “And if I make it an order?” 

 “I’m sorry, Admiral.  Your signal is breaking up.  I think our subspace transceiver is going out again.” 

 Janeway sighed, shaking her head in silent amusement before finally relenting, “Very well.  I’ll contact the 

task force commander and inform him to expect the Dauntless to lend a hand.  Good luck, Peter.” 

 “Thank you, Kate.  Dauntless, out.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 59912.7: 

Thanks to the hard work of Chief Engineer Dar and his staff, ninety percent of the ship’s 

systems are back up and running. 

The Dauntless is now at red alert and moving into position away from the third moon of 

Zaqri, ready to intercept any vessels attempting to leave the planet’s orbit. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 
 

 

 “Commander Winters, how long until the Allied fleet arrives?” Captain Koester, who still sat in the 

command chair on the aux bridge hours beyond when his shift would normally have ended, asked. 

 “Our last estimate is two hours, twenty six minutes,” Winters, whose uniform and face was still matted 

with soot from the earlier attacks, replied. 

 The captain was nervous.  In spite of his optimistic report to Admiral Janeway several hours earlier, he 

wondered if his starship could withstand another attack, conventional or unconventional.  So far no ships had left the 

planet, but he felt that situation would not last much longer.  Silently Koester prayed for the quick arrival of the 

Allied fleet. 

 “Captain,” alerted Marine 1st Lt Jeong-Hwan, who filled in for injured Captain April Mendez at tactical.  

“Sensors are detecting four vessels currently leaving Zaqri orbit.” 

 “Mister Fry, intercept course,” Koester ordered.  “What can you tell me about those ships, Slime Devil?” he 

added, using the Denebian Marine officer’s call sign and nick-name. 

 “All four vessels are slightly larger than a standard Starfleet Runabout, a little larger than the shuttles they 

attacked us with before.  No discernable weapons systems.  Warp drive capable of a maximum of warp factor five.  I 

would surmise they are civilian transports.” 

 “Life signs?” 

 “Indeterminate.  Their warp core is putting out an ionizing radiation field that is preventing us from 

detecting life signs, but judging by size, volume and speed, I would venture a guess of probably no more than ten to 

fifteen people per ship,” Jeong-Hwan reported. 

 “Thirty seconds to intercept,” Fry reported from the helm. 

 “Phillip, hail the lead ship.” 

 “Hailing frequencies open,” Winters replied. 

 “Zaqri vessels, this is the Federation starship Dauntless.  A quarantine has been imposed on your system 

and no vessels will be allowed to depart.  Reverse your course and return to your planet immediately,” Koester 

announced. 
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 “Captain, the Zaqri ships have altered course,” Jeong-Hwan reported.  “They have assumed an intercept 

course toward us.” 

 “I’m not taking any chances this time,” Koester said.  “Aux bridge to shuttlebay two.  Launch the cover 

fighters.” 

 Major Sean Elliot McIntyre, who had narrowly missed being among the Marine Honor Guard who were all 

killed when the first Zaqri shuttle exploded in the main shuttlebay, responded over the comm channel, his voice 

sounding more determined than usual, “Hornet flight is launching.”  Moments later, four Hornet attack fighters sped 

out of the secondary hanger bay at the very aft end of the Sovereign-class starship and maneuvered into positions 

covering all angles around the larger vessel. 

 “Captain, we’re receiving a response to your hail,” Winters reported as he turned in his seat to look at 

Koester.  “They claim they’re refugees and are requesting asylum.” 

 “Order them to disengage their engines and maintain their current distance from the Dauntless.”  The 

captain then looked over at his tactical officer and asked, “Range to Zaqri vessels?” 

 “Sixteen kilometers and closing, sir.  Zaqri vessels have not slowed their approach.” 

 Koester gritted his teeth before pressing the comm button on the arm of his command chair. 

 “Dauntless to Iwo Jima.  Intercept the Zaqri vessels and emphasize our desire they stop where they are.” 

 “Iwo Jima, aye,” McIntyre replied, and seconds later the Hornet fighter that had taken position just off the 

bow of the Dauntless activated its impulse thrusters and sped ahead to intercept the four approaching vessels. 

 “Zaqri vessels now eleven kilometers and closing,” Jeong-Hwan reported. 

 “Lieutenant, arm phasers,” Koester ordered somewhat reluctantly. 

 “Phaser banks armed and locked on target,” the Denebian tactical officer confirmed. 

 On the viewer, McIntyre’s Hornet had closed on the lead Zaqri ship, nothing more than a small short-range 

freighter.  As the Hornet turned to pace alongside the approaching ship, McIntyre made a report. 

 “Iwo Jima to Dauntless.  I’m less than fifteen meters from the Zaqri ship and my sensors are still unable to 

pierce the ionic interference.  It may be deliberate.” 

 “Major, fire a shot across his bow,” Koester ordered. 

 The Hornet used thrusters and maneuvered into a firing position alongside the freighter and seconds later a 

pair of bright orange phaser beams flashed past the nose of the lead Zaqri ship.  There was, however, no reaction 

from the vessel.  The ship did not slow, alter course or try to evade. 

 “No reaction, Captain,” the major reported, sounding disappointed. 

 “Distance?” Koester asked over his shoulder. 

 “6.5 kilometers and closing, sir.” 

 “We have very few options here,” the captain said with a sigh.  “Major, target the lead ship’s propulsion 

systems.  Disable that vessel, but do not, repeat, do not destroy it.” 

 “Shoot to disable, aye, Dauntless.” 

 Moments later, the crew on the aux bridge watched as the Hornet dropped back behind the Zaqri ship and 

again fired its phasers, this time set at half power, directly at the approaching vessels engines. 

 “Lead vessel is disabled, Cap...,” Jeong-Hwan started to say when suddenly his almond-shaped eyes grew 

wide as he shouted, “Major, get out of there!” 

 McIntyre did not hesitate to ask why?  He pushed his throttle forward as he maneuvered away from the 

Zaqri ship just as it erupted into a huge fireball, much larger than a simple engine overload would account for. 

 “Captain, that vessel was packed with HMX explosive!” 1st Lt Jeong-Hwan reported, a look of shock on 

his face.  “There can be no doubt these vessels are another attack upon us!” 

 “Arm forward torpedo bays!  Phasers, disable those ships!  We still can’t be entirely sure there aren’t any 

civilians aboard them.” 

 “Captain, is there such a thing as a Zaqri civilian?” Commander Fry asked. 

 Koester found himself silently pondering the logic of his helmsman’s question for a couple of seconds 

before finally ordering, “Phasers... Fire!” 

 Lt Jeong-Hwan touched the weapons control, and a beam of phased energy lanced from the Dauntless and 

struck the engines of the closest of the remaining Zaqri vessels.  The ship, apparently now out of control as the 

starboard impulse engine blew apart, veered into the flight path of the ship trailing close behind it.  The second ship 

collided with the first broadside, ripping open the hull.  What could have been a humanoid body tumbled out of the 

gash while the two ships, their hulls entwined, drifted away. 

 “Sensor interference has suddenly decreased,” Winters reported.  “No life signs aboard either of those Zaqri 

ships, but I have no way of knowing if that was true before the collision as well.” 
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 “Still no way of knowing if there was actually anyone aboard them, civilian or terrorist, in the first place,” 

the captain muttered in frustration. 

 “Captain!” Jeong-Hwan suddenly exclaimed.  “The last Zaqri ship has altered course further to directly 

intercept us and increased speed to full impulse!” 

 “Shields full forward!” Koester shouted.  “Tactical, fire all weapons!  Blow that ship out of space!” 

 In quick succession, the Dauntless fired a spread of photon torpedoes, phasers and finally a pair of quantum 

torpedoes from the tube located just above the nose of the captain’s yacht.  The phaser beams were simply absorbed 

by what appeared to be powerful, highly advanced shields.  One of the torpedoes also struck the shields with no 

apparent damage to the vessel they protected.  The other four torpedoes, including the pair of quantum torpedoes, 

either sped away at odd angles or detonated prematurely, as if affected by some countermeasure. 

 “Zaqri vessel is projecting a dampening field,” Winters explained as on the screen the four Hornet fighters 

commenced similarly useless attack runs on the quickly approaching alien vessel.  “Our weapons are virtually 

useless.” 

 “The first three ships must have been running interference for the main assault,” Jeong-Hwan surmised. 

 “But they didn’t know we were still out here,” Koester commented.  “That attack was meant for someone 

else, and we simply got in the way.” 

 “Zaqri vessel 1.6 kilometers and closing fast!” Jeong-Hwan added. 

 “Evasive maneuvers!” Koester ordered before pounding his fist on the intercom.  “All hands, brace for 

impact!” 

 Kevin Fry pitched the Dauntless up in a sudden maneuver, straining the twin impulse engines beyond full 

throttle in an attempt to move the starship out of the rapidly approaching Zaqri’s path.  Though moving at close to a 

quarter of the speed of light, the vessel was still able to alter its course enough to intercept the Federation starship’s 

new course.  Captain Koester clung to his chair as the Zaqri ship struck the Dauntless on the underside of the saucer 

section just aft of the yacht docking port.  Lt Jeong-Hwan and Lt Commander Alan High were both knocked to the 

deck by the impact as the Zaqri vessel embedded itself deep within the hull of the starship from deck fourteen all the 

way up into deck ten. 

 “Hull breach,” announced Alan High.  “Decks ten through fourteen, sections eighteen and nineteen.  

Emergency forcefields in place.” 

 As the starship’s shudders subsided, the auxiliary bridge grew quiet.  Captain Koester looked around at 

each of his crew through the smoky air, amazed they were still alive.  His reverie was broken by the static-filled 

voice of Major McIntyre. 

 “Iwo Jima to Dauntless.  I am currently surveying the damage caused by the impact of that last Zaqri ship.  

Looks like the yacht’s a goner.  Major damage to secondary systems in the primary hull, including torpedo tube one.  

A couple of the cargo bays are probably breached.  Doesn’t look like anything we can’t live without for the moment 

it seems.” 

 Koester raised his eyebrows in amazement before touching the intercom control, saying, “Thank you, 

Major.  You and your flight can come on home.” 

 “Aye, sir.  Hornet flight returning to shuttlebay two.  Iwo Jima, out.” 

 The captain then looked at his Chief of Operations, who was rifling through his tan satchel for a moment as 

if inventorying the contents, and asked, “What happened?  Why aren’t we dead?”  At the strange look his helmsman, 

Kevin Fry, made, the captain clarified, “Why didn’t that ship explode when it hit us?” 

 Phillip Winters consulted his sensor readings for a moment before answering, “It appears the Zaqri built 

their ship too well.”  When the captain gave Winters a questioning look, he explained, “My sensor readings indicate 

the Zaqri vessel’s systems are completely shut down.  They must have been planning to get alongside a vessel 

before detonating their craft.  It wasn’t designed to explode on impact.  As soon as they struck our hull, their 

engineering system automatically dumped its antimatter supply and completely powered down.  There is nothing left 

aboard to explode.” 

 “Lucky us,” Koester said ironically, just as another warning indicator sounded from the tactical post. 

 “Captain,” 1st Lt Jeong-Hwan said.  “I’m detecting several vessels dropping out of warp, bearing 122 mark 

8, range three kilometers.” 

 “We’re being hailed,” Lt Commander Winters added. 

 Without being directed, the operations officer routed the transmission to the bridge speakers, which emitted 

a refined, familiar sounding voice. 

 “Enterprise to Dauntless.  This is Captain Picard.  Can you read us?” 
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 Koester, a sense of immense relief overcoming him, pressed his communications button and replied, “It’s 

good to hear your voice, Jean-Luc.  Forgive our appearance.  If we had known you were coming, we’d have tidied 

up a little.” 

 “That’s quite alright,” Captain Picard said.  “It looks like you’ve gone through enough trouble already.  We 

tried to get here as soon as we could since we knew you were out here all alone.” 

 Captain Koester looked once again at his crew around him and replied, “No, we were never alone.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Captains log, stardate 59917.1: 

With the combined Allied fleet, including the starships Enterprise, Spector, Challenger 

and Appalachia, as well as a dozen other Klingon and Romulan warships now in firm 

control of the sector, effectively sealing off the Zaqri system from the rest of the galaxy, it 

is time for those of us aboard the Dauntless to tend to our wounds and count our dead. 

Among our casualties, sadly, are included the names of bridge crew members Lt 

Commander Jorruss, Lt Commander Thomas Lynn, Lt Linda Rankin and Ensign Gendak 

Ch’Roth.  Most of them were killed when the last Zaqri ship collided with the Dauntless, 

breaching several of the crew quarters on deck ten.  Also killed were the eight members 

of Starfleet Marine Corps Special Contingent 41, Bravo Squad, who lost their lives 

during the initial attack in the main shuttlebay.  Many others, like our Chief of the Boat, 

Piotr Zubatka, have been seriously injured and evacuated to the hospital ship USS Nobel 

for better care. 

Among the equipment lost during the attack are two shuttlecraft, the Captain’s Yacht 

Trafalgar, torpedo tube one and numerous escape pods, as well as the main bridge 

module and many of the crew quarters on decks two, three and four.  All things 

considered, we got off lightly. 

The Dauntless is now en route, under her own power, to the shipyard at Antares, where 

we will spend at least the next six months undergoing repairs and refit before we can 

return to our primary duty of exploration. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 
 

 

 The entire off-duty crew of the Dauntless were gathered in ranks along each side of shuttlebay two, each 

and every one standing in solemn silence in full dress uniforms, awards and ribbons decorating most of them 

beneath their Starfleet insignia. 

 In between the two ranks, each covered by the blue and white flag of the United Federation of Planets, 

where twenty three photon torpedo casings, each containing the remains of a departed member of the crew.  At the 

forward end of the shuttlebay, closest to the podium where Captain Peter Koester stood, was a table holding four 

more folded flags, each representing another crew member whose body had not been recovered. 

 “We are gathered here today to pay our respects to our honored dead,” the captain said, repeating words 

that had been spoken during similar occasions for centuries.  “We are not here to mourn their deaths, but rather to 

celebrate their lives, the lives they were willing to risk in the performance of their duties for the betterment of all 

life-kind.” 

 A sob momentarily drew the captain’s attention to his right, where Commander K’danz, most of her 

exposed skin on her face and hands still covered by duraplast and holding a cane for support, leaned against her 

husband, Dar, while the other white sleeve of her dress uniform hugged Cadet Gem Koester tightly.  Taking a 

moment to regain his own composure, the captain continued. 

 “We now consign the remains of our dear comrades to the depths of space with the knowledge that, though 

the job both we and they have chosen is dangerous and not for the timid, it is something that we did choose, in the 

hopes our actions would lead the way toward a better future.” 

 As he concluded, the captain nodded to Major McIntyre.  The major stepped forward, and in a voice that 

filled the immense shuttlebay without the aid of any amplification device, said, “Orders, hup!”  The entire crew 

snapped to attention.  One Marine corporal took a step forward and raised a brass instrument resembling a Terran 

bugle to his lips and, as a Marine honor guard of four men removed the flag from each casing, folding it 
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ceremoniously before a fifth Marine accepted it and walked slowly to place it on the table in front of the podium as 

the others moved on to the next flag, the corporal played Taps, the traditional military memorial tune. 

 Once each of the twenty three flags was folded and placed ceremoniously on the table, the atmosphere 

retaining field near the shuttlebay’s clamshell doors activated and the large outer doors slid slowly open, revealing 

the panorama of stars beyond. 

 “Hand salute!” McIntyre ordered, and the entire crew saluted as one while the tractor beam which normally 

maneuvered the Hornets and landing craft into the bay picked up each casing one by one and, to a recording of the 

hymn ‘Amazing Grace,’ propelled them out through the open doors, where their onboard warp engines activated, 

quickly sending them beyond the vision of everyone gathered.  As the final casing moved beyond the forcefield, 

McIntyre gave one final order. 

 “At ease.” 

 

The End 

 


